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Chapter I r

.Introduction

The explosion of the human resource development profession has

created an emphasis on training, and how occupational training can affect both

the employee and the organization. Occupational training is training which

occurs with the intent of preparing .individuals for a pa~icular occupation or job

task. New employees enter a training ,program to prepare them for the duties of

their occupation and to orient ,them to their new organization. These training

programs should serve two 1unctions. First; training should help employees

develop the ability to use "tools" and perform tasks with high self-confidence.

This condition of mastering a skill so that it may be applied in a real world.

situation is known as competence. The training process should also make a

newcomer feel welcome. secure. and create an environment for success

(Axelrod, 1969). Because of the importance of each function. program

effectiveness is vital.

The retail sales industry in the United States alone employs ' .

approximately 18.5 million people. Educators and leaders from the retail

industry are legitimately concerned with the inability to attract and retain retail

personnel. especially at the management level. A key factor that discourages

individuals from entering the field is that students view "retailing as dull. offering

low pay and requiring long hours" (Swinyard, Langrehr. & Smith. 1991. p. 461).

Dispelling the negative stigma of retailing can be attempted by fully explaining

the nature of the job. importance of a college degree, advancement
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opportunities, training procedures. salary schedules. and geo-g aphical benefits.

Sw.inyard, Langrehr, and Smith (1991:) suggest that to attract the quality of

individuals needed to provide leadership in this highly competitive environment,

attention should be placed on the fine-tuning of entry-level positions.. A need for

strong retail managers increases as businesses evolve and management

responsibilities change.

Change is inevitable in the world of business. Competition continues to

increase as the business market becomes a true global environment. As

changes occur in technology and competition. organizations are reevaluating

training needs. Technology has now made it possible for store managers. first

line managers, to produce much of the output that was once the responsibility of

middle managers. Store managers are now, in many corporations, the link.

between corporate goals and the labor force. sales associates. The new role of

managers has created new training responsibilities. Store managers must be

able to interpret corporate ,goals, .explain them cleE-rly to workers. and motivate

the workers to achieve the goals. Besides the "traditional technical skills related

to their jobs· (Alpander, 1986. p. 3), managers must now develop conceptual

and interactive skills.

"The products of management training and development functions must
deliver. They must help the senior management team articulate and
implement business strategies and achieve the bottom-line objectives of
the corporation ......The training profession will be judged and measured
on the impact it has on the business" (Bolt, 1987, p. 12).

As the importance o~ management development is understood. constraints in

the training process must be acknowledged.

A major issue in training is the cost or efficiency of the training program.

Today trainers are having to deal with limited resources, changing
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technologies, and increased demands (Trautman & Klein, 1993). Assessing

costlbenefits has become more complex by the increasing availability of training

technology such as video and computers (Kearsley & Compton 1981). When

one begins to identirfy the costs associated with training <it is easy to see how a

company's, investment can quickly escalate. The high level of human and

financial resources required for training encourages retention of employees to

facilitate cost efficiency. To help ensure cost efficiency, organizations should be

aware of some important characteristics about the individuals they are training.

Just as in the world of business. colleges and lJJniversities aTe also

experiencing change. An increase in the number of adult students. students 25

years of age and older. has motivated significant research on adult education.

A primary focus for instructors within the adult education field is identifying the

characteristics of their adult learners. Several successful assessment tools

have been developed within this field. The most common type of assessment

used by adult educators classifi~s students by a particular learning style.

Instructors have the ability to assess their students in each class and to modify

the teaching techniques in order to provide each student with the best learning

environment so that they might experience success.

This study focused on the training of retail managers. The study applied

the knowledge of the adult education field to the training environment. The goal

of both structured education and occupational training is to teach adults the

skills they need to be successful. By collecting information from a major retailer

on generalized training procedures the researchers hoped to provide

universities and the industry with valuable suggestions for improving training,

providing managers a positive training experience. increasing job satisfaction,

strengthening organizational commitment. and increasing job retention.
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Theoretical framework

The developmental prooess of the current research pro.iect began by

forming several research questions. The first issue ot investigation was: does

an indi.vidual's learning style account for variations in the percep_tlon of the

training experience? Secondly: does the manager's perception of the training

experience account for variations in the level of job satisfaction, degree of

organizational commitment. and intent to stay? The theoretical framework iUsed

as a basis for the study was Hall and Nougaim's (1968) career stage model.

Research generated by Kolb's Learning Style Inventory (1985) provided an

additional foundation for the study. ..) (

A model was developed to illustrate the proposed relationships among

the variables (see Figure 1). It should be noted that the intent of this model was

to indicate sequential re.lationships, not causal relationships.

Figure 1. Theoretical model designed to illustrate sequential relationships
among the variables of the study.

Manager
Learning Style

~
Perception of

Training Experience, ,
Level of Job

~ .- Degree of
Satisfaction Organizational

I Commitment
I

+
IIntent to Stay I
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A relationship was proposed to exist between learning style bow an

individual prefers to learn, and perception of the training experience. A

relationship was hypothesized to exist between perception of the training

experience and both job satisfaction level and degree of organizational

commitment. Job satisfaction and organizational commitment were identified as

predictors of intent to stay with the company. In addition, the relationship

between job satisfaction level and degree of organizational commitment was

investigated.

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study was to investigate a major retailer's training

program, and the training techniques utilized in the program, for retail
~

managers. In addition, the study investigated managers' perceptions of that

training in relation to managers' learning styles. job satisfaction level, degree of

organizational commitment, and intent to stay with their employing firm.

Objectives

1. Develop an overview of the training techniques used by a national

retail organization.

2. Evaluate retail managers' perceptions of their training experiences

(positive vs. negative).

3. Assess the learning style and intent to stay of each manager

surveyed.

4. Assess the levels of job satisfaction and organizational commitment of

each manager.
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__ I 5. Analyze relationships among manager learning style. perception of

traininQi experience. job satisfaction. organizational commitment, and intent to

a e
stay.

Hypotheses

It was hypothesized that:

H1: A statistically significant relationship exists between manager's

learning style score from the Learning Style Inventory and perception of training

experience.

H2: A statistically significant relationship exists between manager's
,

perception of training experience and job satisfaction.

H3: A statistically significant relationship exists between manager's

perception of training experience and degree of organizational commitment.

H4: A statistically significant relationship exists between manager's job
",

satisfaction level and degree of organizational commitment.

H5: A statistically significant relationship exists between manager's iob

satisfaction level and intent to stay.

H6: A statistically significant relationship exists between manager's

degree of organizational commitment and intent to stay.

Assumptions

The following assumptions have been made:

1. Training experiences are different for each individual.

2. A variety of training techniques are used in the retail industry.

3. Major differences in the training experience are related to the

manager's learning style, manager's preference for training techniques. and

training techniques used.
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limitations of the Study S \, ntually

., The study has been timitedto the population of retail store managers and

assistant managers of a national specialty retailer. These managers have

completed their organization's initial management training program. and have

been in their current position for no more than 36 months. Therefore. the results

of the study will be generalizable to new management recruits and retail firms

utilizing similar training techniques.

Definitions of Terms

Causal relationships - occurs when variable A causes variable S

Conceptual skills - those skills which "involve education and/or extensive

experience that develop over time" (Alpander, 1986, p. 3).

Employee turnover· "individuals leaving firms voluntarily or involuntarily"

(Gable & Hollon, 1984, p. 54).

Intent to stay - the degree to which an individual plans to stay with an

organization.

Interactiye skills - the ability to "develop tools and techniques which

stimulate subordinate assistance and involvement" (Alpander, 1986. p. 3).

Job satisfaction - "A pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from

the appraisal of one's job or job experience" (Locke, 1983. p. 1300).

Learning style - "the way you learn and how you deal with ideas and day

to-day situations in your life" (Kolb, 1985, p. 2).

Organizational commitment - "the strength of an individual's identification

with and involvement in a particular organization" (Porter, Steers. Mowday. &

Soulian, 1974. p. 604).

Retention - the act of continued employment.
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SeQuential relationships - occurs one after another; var,jable A eventually

leads to variable B. but variable A does not cause variable B.

•
~It

r •, " I I

-I .

'. .
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~ Chapter II

Review of Literature

The purpose of the, study was to examine training programs for retail

managers and managers' perception of that training. This review provides a

summary of the literature related to the relevant variables. The basis for the

study and formation of the major hypotheses were established by a r,eview of

literature related to the following topics: early-employment period. training

techniques, managers' learning styles" job satisfaction. organizational

commitment. and intent to stay. ...,

Early-employment Period .. '. or r

Research examining the early-employment period has been conducted

in relation to severat issues. First. a large percentage of voluntary managerial

turnover has been found to occur during this early period of employment (Good.

Sisler, & Gentry. 1988; Qable. Hollon. & Dangello. 1984; Porter, Crampon, &

Smith, 1976). Second. literature from the field of career development revealed

that particular developmental tasks and concerns were related to the stages of

employees' careers (Brousseau, 1983; Schein., 19:78). Swinyard. Langrehr. &

Smith (1991) suggested that in order to attract the quality of individuals needed

to provide leadership in this highly competitive environment. attention should be

placed on the fine-tuning of entry-level positions.

As a result of research on life and .career stages. several models of

career stage development have been produced (HalJ& Nougaim. 1968;

Schein, 1978; Super, Crites. Hummel, Moser, Overstreet. & Warnath, 1957;
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Van -Maanen & Schein. 9n). The Hall and Nougaim (1968) model tras been

identified as tbe most accurate mode to illustrate the stages of a managerial

career (Brousseau. 1983). Based on tlte longitudinal study of management

trainees and their careers. Hall and Nougaim (1968) proposed three

hierarchical stages. Individuals pass through ,each stage as they move upward

in an organization. The stages in hierarchical order are: (1) establishment,

during which an individual seeks security, a means of gaining recognition,

defining the structure of hislher position, and integrating him/hersel,f into the

organiz.ation; (2) advancement, the stage at which achievement and esteem

needs become paramount and the indiviQual seeks opportunities for promotion;

and (3) maintenance, the, attainment of a career achievement plateau resulting

in a decreased need or opportunity to compete and the seeking of gratification

from sources other than career advancement . ,
I.

The focus of this study was on retail managers who have held their

positions for three years or less. Therefore. only the establishment stage will be

discussed in the following review. From Hall and Nougaim's (1968) discussion

it is evident that the establishment stage commences upon an employee's

decision to join the organization. Safety concerns are dominate the first year of

employment for all employees. The newcomer is primarily concerned with

defining his/her environment and with feeling secure there (Hall & Nougaim,

1968). Axelrod (1969) suggested that the training process should be utilized to

make a newcomer feel, welcome and secure, and to create an environment for

success.

Schein's (1978) career stage model classified the establishment period

into three substages of development: entry, socialization, and mutual

acceptance. The individual substages or processes of the establishment stage

10



may be more complex, as suggested by Van Maanen and Schein' 977

model. However, for the current study the three substage model will be tilized.

I Entry. includes the recruitment, selection, and hiring decision which y

occurred prior to, joining, the organization; the Individual"s preparati.on and

training; and the initial job placement. The prmary obstacle to be dealt with

during this period is the development ofa realistic view of the occupation

(Schein, 1978). Swinyard, Langrehr, and Smith (1991) proposed that

dispelling the negative stigma 'of retailing may be attempted by fully explaining

the nature of the job, importance of a college degree. advancement

opportunities, 'training procedures, salary schedules. and geographical benefits.

Socialization, the second substage, is the learning process of how to "make

it" in the organization, how to deal with the .interpersonal relationship. and how

to perform the duties of the job (llordan, 1987). "This is often a period during

whi.ch: the person feels highly disillusioned and sees little fit between his

training and the organization's requirements" (Hall &Nougaim, 1968. p. 23).

Research on the socialization period suggests that certain factors of the work

environment influence future success withJn the organization (Saks, 1996; Bray,

Campbell. &Grant, 1974). In a study of relationships among early job

challenge, early performance. and later success. Berlew and Hall (1966) found

that new employees were anxious to Show their competence by demonstrating

their abilities to learn and adapt to the demands of the work environment. A

correlation was found between first-year job challenge and Jater performance

and success. These findings were supported by an eight-year study of

management trainees' career progression (Bray. Campbell. & Grant, 1974). In

the analysis of relationships between aspects of the work environment and

achievement, Brayet al. found both early period job stimulation and challenge

11



and supervision from supervisors, to be htghly correlated with later success.

The final substage, mutual acceptanoe" is the process of formaUy and/or

informally offering membership to the new employee (Jordan, 1987). This may

be signified through traditio at rituats. the awarding of promotion. salary

increases, and :the offering of more challenging job assignments and

responsibilities. These early-career stages lead to one of two outcomes. The

employee is either successfuIJy socialized into the organization or a great

mismatch is recognized and termination is initiated by either the employee or

the organization. Saks' (1996) study of entry training and work outcomes for

newcomers during organizational socialization, suggested that the overall

training process is a significant factor for individuals adjusting to the new job

environment. Further. he recognized the effectiveness of formalized training

programs in the socialization of newcomers.

Training and TechniQues

Organized training programs began nearly a century ago during the time

of the Industrial Revolution. This training focused primarily on technical skills

necessary for production work. Prior to World War II. management training was

introduced to the United States. The introduction of management traIning Into

U.S. companies strategically raised productivity and dramatically increased the

role of training in the business setting (Wiley. 1993) During this time. Sears.

Roebuck and Company was the leader of training and development programs

within U.S. industries. Since World War II. the entire workforce has been

influenced by training. From clerical to executive management. employees

expect training and employers have accepted the role of educator.

Training changed during the 1980s and this evolution is expected to

continue into the next century. Harkins and Giber (1989) have identified three
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factors that have continued 10 create this new demand for trainIng since 1980:

1} adapting to rapid changes in technoJogy, 2) improving the quality-of d by

products and services, and 3) increasing productivity in order to stay

competitive. Shifts in training emphasis have occurred because of the

diver"sification of the workforce, and as production technologies increasingly

require more cognitive-based job designs.

During the 1990s training has focused on contributing tethe bottom Hne.

Employees are being required to accept greater responsibility for production

and/or quality products and services. Therefore. employee development has

been required for short and long-term success of the company. Wiley (1993)

stated that to ensure its success. an orrganization must address the training and

development needs of its emplayees. Hence. training departments are

increasingly concerned with the issue of employees performing better as a

result of their training experiences. ' .

Management skills and development has been the most frequently

offered type of training in most industries. The popularity has been attributed to

the manager's large responsibility for the success and productivity of their

organization. According to the 1992 "Industry Report," 2.9 million middle

managers receive corporate training each year. The 1992 report showed an

increase in companies teachingl computer skills which put computer training in

a tie with management skill tra.ining as the most common type of training used in

U.S. companies.

Wiley's (1993) study identified the most frequently used instructional

methods in the training process. The following statistics illustrate the

percentage of organizations that used the specified method at some point in

their training process. Video'tapes were used by 90% of the organizations.

13



Videotapes are typically used to deliver new concepts and ideas. or to

demonstrate technical and behavioral skills. The Jecture methodi was used by

85% of the organizations. The lecture method allow the opportunity fo provide

uniform information to a large group in a short amount of time. One-Qn..one

instruction was used by 70% of the organizations. This method is utilized to

teach observable skills through demonstration 01 the skill. practice. and

feedback. Aole-playing was the next most popular method used. The role

playing method encoura.ges attitude changes by having the trainee learn by

doing. All organizations were increasing the use 1computer technology in

training. "Systems such as computer-based training (CBT) and interactive

videodisc (IVD) are becoming increasingly more popular due to their cost

.effectiveness, timeliness, and convenience" (Wiley, 1993, p. 84). Another type

01 computer technology which ha,s been increasing in use was satellite

education. This method allows one instructor to reaoh a Umitless number of

students through distance education.

Corporate America has always been aware of the importance of training

and education programs. Expenditures on employee edu~atlon have been

estimated to be $200 billion annually (Wiley. 1993). Investing in workplace

training has allowed many companies to regain market share from their

competitors. Xerox and General Motors are two organizations that have profited

from such training (Wiley. 1993). '~To keep up with change, to compete in their

industries. and to provide high-quality eustomer service, companies must train

employees and managers effectively while minimizing their time away from the

job" (Wiley, 1993, p. 94).
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Learning Styles

The study of adult learning has emerged from research on

developmental stages and life phases. Cognitive or learning styles provide

important implications for adult learning. The study of learning styles provides a

way of understanding adults' similarities and differences. An individual may

prefer to learn by listening. observing, or reading. These individual preferences

exhibited by learners are known as learning styles.

Learning style has been defined by a variety of researchers. Gregorc

(1979) viewed learning style as distinctive behaviors that served as an indicator

of the process by which people learn from and adapt to their environments. For

Canfield (1988), learning style referred to the affective component of the

educational experience that motivated a tstudent to choose. attend, and perform

well in a course or training exercise. The current research employs Kolb's

(1985) definition, "the way you learn and how you deal with ideas and day-to

day situations in your life" (p. 2).

In research cognitive style and learning style have been used

synonymously. However. learning style is the more comprehensive term

(Campbell, 1991). Learning style includes cognitive. affective, and

physiological styles (Keefe, 1988). Cognitive style refers to the process of

cognition and reveals how information is processed (Campbell. 1991). The

affective dimension of learning style includes emotional and personality

characteristics. These characteristics relate to such areas as motivation,

attention, locus of control, interests, willingness to take risks, persistence.

responsibility, and sociability (Cornett, 1983). This dimension cannot be

observed directly. Physiological dimensions include sensory perceptions such
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as visual. auditory. kinesthetic. taste, and smell, as well as the environmental

characteristics of sound, light, temperature, and room arrangement.

Many instruments have been developed to measure learning style

preferences. At least 32 commercially published instruments are being used by

researchers and educators to assess different dimensions of learning style

(Campbell, 1991). Although there are similarities in these instruments,

terminology used to identity the learning styles vary. A representation of the

variety of terms has been provided by highlighting several of the instruments

used to measure learning style preferences.

The Gregorc Style Delineator was designed to determine a person's

perceptual and ordering preferences (Gregorc, 1979). Gregorc's instrument

classifies individuals into one of four patterns of style: concrete sequential,

abstract sequential, concrete random, and abstract random. The Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator. which has often been used by educators, has a possibility of 16

different four-letter types (Cooper & Miller, 1991). For example. an ENFJ is an

extrovert who is intuitive, feeling, and judging. Witkin's Embedded Figure Test

provides a score that shows the test taker to be either field dependent or field

independent (Campbell, 1991).

The instrument utilized in this study was Kolb's Learning Style Inventory

(LSI), which was derived from Kolb's experiential learning theory (Atkinson &

Murrell, 1988). The instrument was designed to measure an individual's

strengths and weaknesses as a learner. The LSI measures four learning

abilities: concrete experience (CE), reflective observation (AO), abstract

conceptualization (AC), and active experimentation (AE). The four learning

ability scores are used to determine two combination scores Wthat indicate the

extent to which an individual emphasizes abstractness over concreteness (AC-

16



GE) and the extent to which an individua~ emphasizes action over reflection

(AE-RO)" (Ash, 1986, p. 15). These two scores are then plotted on a grid. This

plotting identifies the learning style of each individual.

Kolb has identified four dominant learning styles: converger, diverger,

assimilator. and accommodator. The following descriptions are included in the

LSI: Self-scoring Inventory and Interpretation Booklet.

Gonve.rger -

People with this learning style are best at finding practical uses for ideas
and theories. If this is your preferred learning style, you have the ability
to solve problems and make decisions based on finding solutions to
questions and problems. You would rather deal with technical tasks and
problems than with social and interpersonal issues (Kolb, 1985. p.7).

Diverger -

People with this learning style are best at viewing concrete situations
from many different points of view. Their approach to situations is to
observe rather t~an take action. If this is your style, you may enjoy
situations that call for generating a wide range of ideas, as in a
brainstorming session. You probably have broad cultural interests and
like to gather information (Kolb, 1985, p.7).

Assimilator -

People with this learning style are best at understanding a wide range of
information and putting it into concise. logical form. If this is your learning
style. you probably are less focused on people and more interested in
abstract ideas and concepts. Generally,. people with this learning style
find it more important that a theory have logical soundness than practical
value (Kolb. 1985, p.7).

Accommodator -

People with this learning style have the ability to learn primarily from
"hands-on" experience. If this is your style. you probably enjoy carrying
out plans and involving yourself in new and challenging experiences.
Your tendency many be to act on "gut" feelings rather than on logical
analysis. In solving problems, you may rely more heavily on people for
information than on your own technical analysis (Kolb. 1985. p.7).
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It is not only important to know and understand the learning stle 010ne's

students; instructors need to be aware of their own learning style too (Cooper &

Miller. 1991). •Whereas it has been thought that teachers teach the way they

were taught, research indicates that teachers teach the" way they learn"

(Campbell. 1991. p.3S8). Studies have shown that students have be n more

successful when their learning preference was CO('lgruent with 'the instrl,l&tor's,

learning style. For this reason it has been important that instruction was

presented using a variety of techniques to reach all students and allow them to

be successful.

Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction refers to the attitudes of an individual toward the job in

general, as well as aspects of it. such as leadership, colleagues. Pay, fringe

benefits, and opportunity for advancement (Kelly. Gable. & Hise. 1981).

Researchers usually define job satisfaction in terms of positive effect.

Systematic attempts to study the nature and causes of job satisfaction

began in the 1930s (Locke. 1983). Many of the first studies looked at the effects

of factors such as breaks and incentives on productivity. Soon. however.

emphasis switched to the study of "attitudes." The Hawthorne studies which

were initiated by Mayo and his colleagues found that workers me,ke appraisals

of their work situation and these appraisals affect how they react to the situation.

The Hawthorne view focused on the importance of the supervisor and the work

group in determining employee satisfaction.

During World War II the "Human Relations" movement began. The

movement's influence may have peaked between the late 1950s and early

1960s. "The publication of Herzberg. Mausner. and Snyderman's monograph

in 1959 signaled the beginning of a new trend which was to refocus attention on

18



the work itself" (Locke, 1983, p. 1299). The new emphasis suggested job

satisfaction was only possible 'if the emptoyees were allowed responsibility and

discretion to encourage mentapgrowth.

In more recent years, job satisfaction has been investigated in terms of

satisfaction with particular job dimensions (Teas, 1981; Sims, SZilagyi, & Keller,

1979; Hackman &Oldham, 1974; Ivancevich & Donnelly, 1974). Hackman and

Oldham's (1974) Job Diagnosis Survey (JDS) tested five "core" job dimensions:

skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy. and feedback from the

job itself. In addition, measures were obtained for two other dimensions,

feedback from agents and dealing with others. Sims, SZilagyi, and Kelle(s

(1979) Job Characteristic Inventory (JCI), a revision of the JDS. tested the

following six job characteristics: variety, autonomy, feedback, dealing with

others, task identity, and friendship. The six dimensions of the JCI were tested

across five occupations. The reliability coefficients ranged from .74 to .80. with

the exception of friendship that only scored a .62. Teas (1981) tested the JDS

"core" dimensions as a determinant of job satisfaction. However, overall job

satisfaction was measured by the employee's satisfaction with pay, promotion,

supervision, work, and co-workers.

Many job satisfaction scales exist. however, the JDS and the JCI are "the

most commonly used" (Lee. 1987). Although. the scales wete judged to be too

lengthy to include in this study's instrument. characteristics of these two scales

were utilized in choosing a scale. The nine-statement job satisfaction scale

used by Kelly, Gable. and Hise (1981) and Ivancevich and Donnelly (1974)

focused on three job dimensions: self~actualization, autonomy, and esteem.

"The Spearman-Brown internal consistency reliabilities for the three job

satisfaction facets were self-actualization (.84), autonomy (.85), and esteem
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(.7Sr (Ivancevich & Donnelly, 1974, p. 32). The '[e iaoility coefficLents for these

subscales were the highest among the scales that were considered for this

study. This job satisfaction scale was chosen for use in the plesen study based

on three factors: high reliability coefficients; it had previously been tested with

retail store managers (Kelly, Gable, & Hise. 1981): and the scale length was

appropriate.

Job satisfaction has been investigated for many reasons. W Social

scientists concerned with organizational behavior have made numerous

attempts to identify the determinants of employee withdrawal" (Farrell & Rusbult,

1981, p.78). Most studies which have examined the causes of job turnover

have focused on job satisfaction as a primary predictor vatiable (Locke, 1983;

Porter &Steers, 1973). "Job satisfaction has been linked consistently to

employee decisions to leave jobs permanently, to be absent from work, and to

accept job offers" (Feldman & Weitz, 1990, p. 270).

However, more recently researchers have examined organizational

commitment as a predictor of turnover (Bluedom, 1982; Farrell & Rusbult, 1981;

Porter, Crampon. &Smith, 1'976: and Porter, Steers, Mowday. & Soulian, 1974).

Porter et al. (1974) stated "the overall findings of this study suggest...general

attitudes toward the organization may be more important in the decision to

remain than the more specific attitudes toward one's particular job" (p. 608).

Farrell and Rusbult (1981) found job commitment to be more significantly

related to turnover than job satisfaction.

A number of the variables that have been found to affect job satisfaction

have also been related to organizational commitment. Marsh and Mannari

(1977) hypothesized that job satisfaction was a determinant of commitment and

empirically supported this hypothesis in their research. Sluedorn's (1982)
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unified model of turnover suggested that job satisfaction variables plus,

organizational commitment variables lead to intent to leave and eve tually to

turnover. Research has not been able to positively clarify the relationship

between job satisfaction and organizational commitment. Thereforel in this

study both variables were evaluated indi,vidually as possible determmants of

intent to stay.

Organizational Commitment

Two theoretical approaches to the investigation of commitment have

evolved from past research. Organizational behavior scholars have defined

commitment as a process by which employees develop an identity with the

goals and values of an organization and become attached to that organization

(Buchanan, 1974; Porter, Crampon, & Smith, 1976). The developmen't of

commitment has been operationallzed as the employee's desire or intent to

continue membership in the organization. ' Staw (1980) called this approach

attitudinal commitment. Commitment assumes an attitude of attachment to the

organization from which particular work outcomes can be predicted. Committed

employees were less likely to voluntarily leave the organization than were less

committed employees (Porter, Crampon, & Smith, 1976). The current research

focused on the behavioral outcomes of commitment attitudes.

1 The second theoretical approach of organizational commitment has

resulted from the research of social psychologists (Kiesler, 1971). This

research concentrated on the importance of specific types of behaviors for

subsequent attitudes. This concept of behavioral commitment deals with the

process by which an employee's past behavior unites him to the organization. It

is a personal evaluation of the costs and rewards associated with

organizational'membership. For example, when members have made personal
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sacrjfices and investments to roin ,or remain with an organization they were

more likely to develop attitudes that jus ified their cost for membership in that

organization (Salancik. 19n). Salancik (1,9n) claimed that a seJf-reinforcing

cycJe was 'created in which behavi,or produces the development of accordant

attitudes and these attitudes lead to reinforcing behaviors. Over time. the

person increases both behavioral and attitudinal linkages with the organization.

The organizational behavior theory of commitment has emphasized the

influence of attitudes on behavior. whereas the social psychological theory has

emphasized the influence of commitment behaviors on attitudes. Staw (1980)

argued that the question of which approach is superior is not an issue: rather

the concept of commitment is clarified by viewing these two approaches as

interrelated. In agreement with this position, Mowday. Porter and Steers (1982,

p. 47) stated that Mit is important to reoognize that commitment may be

developed through a subtle interplay of attitudes and behaviors over time. "

Intent to Stay

Intent to stay can be defined as the degree to which an individual plans

to stay with an organization. Most researchers consider Intent to stay to be a

determinant of turnover (Bluedorn, 1982; Hom. Katerberg. & Hulin. 1979; Marsh

&Mannari, 1977). The relevance of studying intent to stay and turnover.

especially in the retail industry. Is described below.

"Employee turnover is expensive. costing American industry billions of

dollars each year" (Good. Sisler. &Gentry. 1988, p. 295). Turnover is an

especially significant problem for the retail industry. High turnover rates have

been reported among retail management trainees. the entry-level position for

retailing graduates. A 24% turnover rate was reported by Porter. Crampon. and

Smith (1976) for management trainees of a large merchandising firm. Gable.
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Hollon, & Dangello (1984) observed a 49% turnover rate among retail

management trainees. The high rate of turnover with n the retail industry

warrants research. Further identification or clarification of any variables that are

related to intent to stay will be of great value to the retail industry.

Summary

Training programs are important to the success of the retail industry. The

employee, as well as the retail firm, benefits from the manager having a positive

perception of the training experience. The manager's perception of their

training experience may be related to their learning style and the training

techniques they are exposed to durjng the training process. These variables

should be examined for possible long-term effects on job satisfaction,

organizational commitment, and retention..

The high turnover rate among retail managers negatively impacts both

the employee and the retail organization. Previous research has identified both

job satisfaction and organizational commitment as predictors of turnover.

Although numerous studies have investigated both topics, few have pertained

to retail management positions. Studies within the retail tting typically have

focused on lower-Ievei positions, such as sales associates.

The subjects of this study were retail store managers and assistant

managers who had completed their management training programs. and had

been employed in their current position for no more than 36 months. Hall and

Nougaim's (1968) career stage model provided the theoretical framework for

this study of the training process. Manager learning style, training techniques

used or applied. perception of training experience, job satisfaction level, degree

of organizational commitment, intent to stay. and demographic characteristics

have been analyzed to identity statistically significant relationships.
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Chapter III

Methodology

The purpose of this study was to investigate a major retailer's training

program, and the training techniques utilized in the program, fCi>r retail

managers. In addition, th& study investigate,d managers' perceptions of that

training in relation to managers' learning styles. job satisfaction level. degree of

organizational commitment. and intent to stay with their employing firm.

Objectives
"

1. Develop an overview of the training techniques used by a national

retail organization.
,

2. Evaluate retail managers' perceptions of their training experiences

(positive vs. negative).

3. Assess the learning style and intent to stay of each manager

surveyed.

4. Assess the levels of job satisfaction and organizational commitment of

each manager.
I

5. Analyze relationships among manager learning style. perception of

training experience, job satisfaction, organizational commitment. and intent to

stay.

The methodology by which the study was conducted is outlined in this

chapter. First. the research design and the study sample are discussed. The
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research instrument. including scales used to measure each of the ariables

are described. Lastly. the closing sections of the c apter describe the

procedures used for data collection and statistical analysis.

Research Design

The empirical investigation was based on a field study of r,etail mal']agers

and assistant managers from a national specialty retailer. The research

methodology involved a mailed survey. To test the research hypotHeses, the

following data were collected: 1) managers' learning styles. 2) training

techniques used. 4) managers' perception s of their training experiences. 5) job

satisfaction. 6) organizational commitment rating. 7) intent to stay at present job.

and 8) demographic characteristics of retail managers.

Sample . . ... T

A nonprobability, purposive sample of retail managers and assistant

managers from a national specialty retailer was used. The study sample

included only those managers and assistant managers who completed, within

the 24 months prior to the survey. their organization's management training

program. An executive of the participating company provided a current listing of

management associates who met the study criteria. Due to a lengthy turn

around time between receiving the address list and mailing the questionnaires,

managers who had been in their current positions for 36 months Or less were

included in the study's analysis. The company executive also provided a cover

letter, to be mailed with the questionnaire, stating the organization's approval

and support of the study. There was a population of 729 managers.

Hall and Nougaim's (1968) career stage model suggests that the first

years of employment are critical to the retention of employees. Buchanan's

(1974) research supported predictions made by career-stage theorists that the
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first four years 01 a managerial career are critical in the development of job "

related attitudes such as organizational commitment. This study recogn'zes th

importance of the first years of employment: therefore. the sample inaluded only

those managers who had completed their trraining. and had been in their current

position for no more than 36 months. These sample restrictions regarding

length of time in managerial position and duration of time since training

completion appeared necessary in order to collect valid information pertaining

to the training process. " I

Research Instrument

Data were collected by means of a mailed survey. Prior to the mailing. a

pilot test was conducted. Questionnaires were mailed to eight alumni who

currently work in the retail industry. Based on suggestions from the six

respondents, minor clarification adjustments were made to the instructional

sections of the questionnaire.

Dillman's (1978) survey method was adapted for use in developing and

distributing the questionnaire. The original survey included two cover letters.

one from retail organization and one from the researcher, A reminder postcard

was mailed one week after the survey. An additional reminder letter, including

a replacement survey, was mailed eight weeks after the survey.

The questionnaire (see Appendix F) included a combination of three

preViously developed scales. two scales developed specifically for this project.

two single-item measures. and a demographic section. The measures of

learning style. training techniques used or applied. perception of training

experience, job satisfaction. organizational commitment, intent to stay. and

demographic characteristics are described in this section.
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Measurement of .Iearning stye. The Learning Style Inventory consists of

a 12-item copyrighted scale (KoLb. 1'985). The researcher purchased the rights

to use Kolb's scale for the current study. Each item consists of a sentence with

four possible endings. Each ending is ranked trom 1=Least Like You to 4=Most

Like You. Scores were calculated for eachot the tour columns, ,labeled as

abstract conceptualization (AC), concrete experience (CE), active

experimentation (AE), and reflective observation (RO). Next the CE and RO

scores are subtracted from the AC and AE scores respectively. This provides

two combination scores, AC-CEand AE-RO. Finally, these two scores were

plotted on the Learning-Style Type Grid which identified a primary learning style

for each respondent. Each respondent was categorized as having one of the

following four learning styles: acoommodator, assimilator, converger. or

diverger. J' r.

Measurement of training techniQues used or applied. A list of frequently

used training techniques was developed from a review of the literature on

training. Each technique was defined. The subjects marked the techniques that

were used or applied during his/her training process. Percentages were

calculated across the sample to identify which techniques were used most

often. In addition to the training techniques, one statement requested

information on where the manager's training occurred. This item included five

possible responses, and was collected for descriptive purposes.

Measurement of perception of training experience. The manager's

overall perception of his/her training experience was measured by a single

item. The managers responded to the statement, "my overall training

experience was positive.· The response was scored on a four-point scale

ranging from 1=Strongly Disagree to 4=Strongly Agree. Therefore, the scores
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may range from 1 to 4. with the, latter indicating a more positive experience.

Perception of training experience was categorically scored as positive or

negative. Respondents answering 1=Strongly Disagree at 2=Dlsagree were

categorized as having a negative perception of the training experience.

Therefore, respondents answering 3=Agree or 4=Strongly Agree were

categorized as having a pos'tive perception of the training experience. Since

this variable was measured by a single item, the response ranging from 1 to 4

was also used as the mean score for each subject.

Measurement of job satisfactiQn. JQb satisfaction was measured by a

nine-statement scale, which tests three facets of job satisfactiQn: self

actualization, autonomy, and esteem (Ivancevich & Donnelly. 1974: Kelly.

Gable, & Hise, '1981). Aif items were sCQred'on a five-point 'likert-type scale

ranging frQm 1=Strongly fJisagree tQ 5=Strongly Agree. Item scores were

summed and the mean was used as the indicator Qf level of satisfaction. Thus.

the mean scores can range from one to five, with a higher mean indicating a

higher level Q1 jQb satisfaction.

Reliability Qf the jQb satisfactiQn scale was calculated using CrQnbach's

alpha statistic. An alpha of .8910r the overall scale was calculated. Alpha

coefficients for the three subscales Qf self-actualization, autonomy, and esteem

were .82, .56, and .69 respectively. Internal reliability coefficients reported by

Ivancevich and DQnnelly (1974) fQr the self-actualization. autonomy. and

esteem subscales were :84..85, and .75 respectively. The current study

showed the lowest reliability coefficient fQr autonomy which was calculated

using only two items. The self-actualization and esteem subscales were scored

using four and three items respectively. Nunnally stated "the reliability of scores

obtained on a sample Qf items from a domain increases with the number of
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items sampled (Nunnally; 1978, p.21,O). Thus the reliability coefficient for the

autonomy subseale might be raised by adding items to thesubscale.

Measurement of organizational commitment. The retail managers'

degree of organizational commitment was measured by the Organizational

Commitment Questionnaire (Porter, Crampon, &Smith, 1976). The

measurement (DCQ) includes 15 items, six of which were negatively phrased

and reverse-scored when analyzed. All items were scored on a five-point

response continuum, ranging from 1'=Strongly Disagree to 5=Strongly Agree.

Items were summed and the mean score was used as the indicator of .level of

commitment. Thus. the score can range from 1 to 5. with the latter signifying a

greater degree of organizational commitment.

Reliability 01 the aCQ measurement was tested by Cronbach's alpha

statistic. An alpha coefficient of .90 was calculated for the scale. Mowday,

Steers. and Porter (1979) reviewed nine studies in which the aCQ had been

used. A total of 2.563 subjects across a variety of job fields were tested.

\ Coefficient alphas ranging from .82 to .93 were reported. Jordan's (1987) study

of 158 department store managers reported a coefficient alpha of .91 using the

aCQ scale.

Measurement of intent to stay. Intent to stay was measured by one single

item. The subjects responded to the following statement, "I see myself staying

with this organization." The item was scored using a five-point scale ranging

from 1=Only a Few More Months to 5=More than Ten Years. The score was

used to indicate the length of time the manager intends to stay. Thus,

the score can range from 1 to 5. with the latter signifying an intent to stay longer.

Measurement of demographic characteristics. The demographic

variables: average hours per work week. length of time at present job. length of
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time with present organization (in any capacity). amount of full-time retail

experience. present age. gender. and level ot education were self-reported

responses.

Data Analysis

This study was designed to investigate relationships between a number

of variables pertaining to the training of retail managers. The analysis

procedures used are explained for each of the eight hypotheses.

The first hypothesis states...a statisticalJy significant relationship exists

between the manager's learning style and manager's perception of the training

experience." The Learning Style Inventory was used to measure each

manager's learning style. Each manager was categorized as having alan

accommodator. assimilator, converger. or diverger learning style. Perception of

the training experience was scored categorically. A response of Strongly

Disagree or Disagree signified a negative perception score. A response of

Agree or Strongly Agree was categorized as a positive perception score. To

test for a relationship between learning styles and perception of the training

experience an independent sample chi-square test was used. The analysis

results have been presented in a contingency table of learning styles by

perception. positive or negative (see Table 2).

W A statistically significant relationship exists between manager's

perception of training experience and levels of job satisfaction." is the second

hypothesis. Besides being categorically scored as positive or negative. a score

was also recorded based on the response to a single-Item measurement for the

manager's perception of the training experience. The mean score for the level

of job satisfaction was calculated.
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The relationship between perception of training experien and job

satisfaction 'level was analyzed utilizing the Pearson product-moment

correlation coefficient (r). "Pearson's ris employed to assess th~ relationship

between two variables when both are continuous, have been measured on an

interval or ratio scale, and are normally distributed" (Touliatos & Compton,

1988, p. 378). A Cronbach's alpha coefficient was also utilized to test the

reliability of the scale and its subscales.

The third hypothesis tested to see if u a statistically significant relationship

exists between man~ger's perceptton of training experience and degree of

organizational commitment. II The Organizational Commitment Questionnaire

was used to measure managers' commitment to their organization. The scale's

reliability was tested for comparison with the alpha coefficients reported in the

literature. The organizational commitment mean score has been tested against

the mean score for the perception of training (:!xperience measurement. This

procedure utilized a Pearson's rcorrelation.

Hypothesis four tested for" a statistically significant relationship between

manager's job satisfaction level and the degree of organizational commitment. "

A mean score was calculated for each scale. A Pearson's rwas employed to

test the relationship.

Hypothesis five stated that "a statistically significant relationship exists

between manager's job satisfaction level and intent to stay". Intent to stay was

measured by a single item with a score ranging from 1 to 5. A mean score for

job satisfaction was calculated. A Pearson's product-moment correlation

procedure measured the relationship between intent to stay and job satisfaction

level.
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The final hypothesis stated, "a statistically significant relationship exists

between manager's degree of organizational commitment and intent to stay."

The mean organizational commitment score and the intent to stay score were

analyzed using Pearson's r.

The demographic characteristics obtained from the sample were

analyzed for descriptive purposes. This information has been presented in the

findings of this study.

-... Summary

Six research hypotheses were investigated. The model illustrated in

Chapter I was utilized in developing the hypotheses. The study focused on

retail mangers who had completed their training programs. and had been in

their management positions for no more than 36 months prior to the survey. A

mailed questionnaire was employed for data collection. The following

procedures were used to analyze the final data: Chi-square test. the Pearson

product-moment correlation coefficient (r). and Cronbach's alpha statistic.
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Chapter IV

Statistical Analysis and Results

The purpose of this study was to investigate techniques utilized in

training programs, for retail managers. The study also investigated managers'

perceptions of training in relation to managers' learning styles. job satisfaction

level, degree of organizational commitment. and Intent to stay with their

employing firms. This chapter examines the demographic characteristics of the

sample and findings related to each of six hypotheses.

Demographic Characteri stics

A total of 211 (of 663 deliverable) questionnaires were collected

representing a 31.8% response rate. Of the 211 questionnaires received. 181

(85.8%) of the questionnaires, were considered usable by the criteria of the

manager having been in their current positions for no more than 36 months.

Table 1 presents data describing characteristics of the sample. Sixty

three percent of respondents were female. The mean age of the sample was

31.3 years. Individuals ranged from 20 to 58 years of age. The most frequent

level of education was "technical or trade school beyond high school." which

39% of the sample had attende-d. Only four respondents (2%) had earned a

"college or university bachelor's degree."

The sample reported managers working an average of 46.5 hours per

week. Seven percent of the individuals had been in their current positions for

less than 12 months. 78% 13-24 months. and 15% 25-36 months. Although the

mean for time in their current position was 19.87 months (about one year and
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Table 1

Demographics of Sample

No r~spqnse ResPOOse
Demographic Traits (N=181) n n %

Gender 0
Female 114 63
Male 67 37

Age 2
20-24 37 20
25-29 54 30
30-34 35 19
35-39 24 13
40-44 16 9
45-49 8 5
50-54 2 1
55-60 3 2

Months at Present Job ' J 3
<=12 13 7
13-24 138 76
25-36 27 15

Months with Present Organization 5
<=24 59 32
25-48 81 45
49-72 22 12
73-98 7 4
97-120 4 2
>120 ... 3 2

Months of Prior Retail Experience 3
0 33 18
1-24 36 20
25-48 25 14
49-72 22 12
73-96 11 6
97-120 20 11
>120 31 17

Level of Education 0
Grade 11 or; less 3 2
High school diploma or equivalent 39 21
Technical or trade school beyond

high school 70 39
Some college 30 17
Two-year college degree or certificate 35 19
College or university bachelor's degree 4 2
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eight months), the mean for months witn the organization was 43.99 (about

three years and eight months). Thirty-three individuals had no prior retail

experience before their present posi.tions. Respondents rang.ed from having no

experience to having 1,200 months (10 years) ot experience with a mean of

76.83 months (about six years and seven months).

Hypothesis 1 ~

Hypothesis 1 was" a statistically significant relationship exists between

manager's learning style score from the Learning Style Inventory and

perception of training experience.. " Hypothesis one was addressed by

categorizing respondents as having one of the four learning styles:

accommodator. ,assimilator, converger, or diverger. These categories were

calculated by summing the scores for each of the four columns on the LSI.

Those scores were labeled as abstract conceptualization (AC), concrete

experience (CE), active experimentation (AE), and reflective observation (AO).

The CE and AO scores were subtracted from the AC and AE scores providing

two combination scores, AC-CE and AE-AO. For each respondent. these two

scores were plotted on the Learning-Style Type Grid which identified a primary

learning style for the respondent. Finally, 31 % of the sample was categorized

as having an accommodator learning style. The remaining 69% of the sample

was broken evenly with 23% being categorized as diverger, 23% as assimilator,

and 23% as having a converger learning style.

Next, respondents were categorized as having a positive or negative

perception of their training experience. Perception of the training experience

was measured by a single-'tem stating, "My overall training experience was

positive." Managers answering 1=Strongly Disagree or 2=Dlsagree were

categorized as having a negative perception of their training experience. Those
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answering 3=Agree or 4=5 tfongly Agree were categorized as having a positive

perception of their training experience. Twenty-four percent of ttle sample was

categorized as having a negative perception of training and 66% as positive.

An independent sample chi-square test was used to test for a I

relationship between the managers' learning style and perception uf training

experience. Use of the independent chi-square test assumes that the variables

are independent of each other, meaning the occurrence of one is not

dependent upon the occurrence of the other. This test is also used to determine

"whether or not the observations are significantly different from what might be

expected by chance" (Huck. Cormier, & Bounds. 1974, p. 218). The results

have been provided in a 2x4 contingency table (Table 2). the obtained x2 =
1.177, cJf = 3, was not significant at the .05 level. Thus, the hypothesis was

rejected.

Table 2

Learning Styles by Training PerceptiQn

Training PerceptiQn
Positive Negative

Learning Styles !l n % n %

AccQm mQdatQr 51 37 22.2 14 8.4

Diverger 38 29 17.3 9 5.4

Assimilator 39 29 17.3 10 6.0

Converger 39 32 19.2 7 4.2

TQtal 167 127 76.0 40 24.0

Hypothesis 2

HYPQthesis 2 stated, "a statistically significant relationship exists between

manager's perception of training experience and job satisfactiQn." The

managers' perception Qf their training experiences were measured by a single

questiQnnaire item. TherefQre. it was not necessary to calculate a mean score
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for each respondent. The actual score ranging from 1, to 4 was used for the

analysis procedure. The mean score for the entire sample was 2.86.

Job satisfaction of each manager was measured by a nine-statement

scale. A mean was calculated for each manager. There was a possible itTlean

range of 1 to 5 with the latter showing a greater level of job satisfaction. The

sample mean was 3.99. Details of the job satisfaction scale and results ,are

provided in Table 3.

To determine if a significant relationship existed between the manager's

perception of training experience and job satisfaction, a Pearson product

moment correlation coefficient (r) was performed. "The correlation coefficient r

can range from -1.00 to +1.00" ; a value greater than zero indicates a positive

relationship and a +1.00 ·signifies a perfect positive linear relationship"

(Kachigan, 1991. p.126). 'Results indicate there was a low positive correlation

between the managers' tr,aining perceptions and their levels of job satisfaction

(r = 0.18; p<O.05). This ~eak correlation represents a weak relationship.

Hypothesis 2 was rejected.

Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 was, "a statistically significant relationship exists between

manager's perception of training experience and degree of organizational

commitment." A score was recorded for perception of training experience

based on participants' response to a single-item measurement. The mean

score for the mangers' degree of organizational commitment was calculated

from the aGo. The organizational commitment mean for the sample was 3.B6.

A Pearson's rwas employed on the data to test for a relationship

between training perception and organizational commitment. A low positive
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Table 3

Responses to Job Satisfaction Scale

3(N 181)

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agee Agree

Job Satisfaction Statements n % n % n 0/0 n 0/0 n %

My work is important to the t r. .
success of the organization.
(N=181 ) 0 0 0 0 5 3! 49 27 127 70

My job provides me with the .
I

opportunity to grow and ,

utilize a wide range of my
I l,

skills. (N=181) . 1 1 14 8 3~ 18 1 69 38i 65 36
I

My job provides me with the I r I

i Iopportunity to prepare myself ,

for future advancement in the i I,
41 :organization. (N=181 ) 2 1 14 8 25 14: 75 65 36

I
I

My job is viewed as important : I
by employees working in other

,,

areas within this organization. 1 1 14 8 30 17: 96 531 39 22
:

My job allows me to set goals
and objectives. (N=181) 0 0 3 2 13 7: 99 551 66 36

!

My job provides me with a I
,
I,

sense of accomplishment. ,

(N=179) 0 0 7 4 15 81 94 53~ 63 35

My job is viewed as important
by people outside of the ,
organization. (N=181) 4 2 23 13 54 30 79 44· 21 12

My job is very challenging. I
I

= I

My job allows me to utilize the
full range of my educational
training and previous work
ex erience. (N=181)

I
I
I
I

6 3 26 14 38 211 75 41 i 36 20
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correlation (r = .19; P < 0:05) indicated a weak relationship so the hypothesis

was rejected.

Hypothesis 4 <; ..

'-

,

Hypothesis 4 stated. "a statistically significant lieJationship exists between

manager's job satisfaction level and degree of organizational commitment." To

test for any significant relationship between the manager,s' 'level of job

satisfaction and level of organizational commitment, Pearson's product-moment

correlation coefficient (r) was utilized. Findings indicated a correlation of .77

between the level of job satisfaction and the degree of organizational

commitment. The high positive correlation (r =.77; P < 0.01) showed a strong

direct relationship between the two variables. Therefore. the hypothesis was

accepted.

Hyoothesis 5

Hypothesis 5 was, "a stattstically significant relationship exists between

manager's job satisfaction level and intent to stay." Intent to stay was measured

by a single item. Scores ranged from 1 (intent to stay only a few more months)

to 5 (intent to stay more than five years). Table 4 presents the subjects'

responses by statement. The intent to stay for the majority of the sample was 5

or more years.

Table 4

Responses to Intent to Stay Item

Intent Measures

Only a few more months
One to two years
Three to five years
Five to ten years
More than ten years
Total

39

n %
9 5.0

21 11.6
32 17.7
43 23.8
72 39.8

181 100.0
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A Pearson's rwas used to test for a significant relationship between the

manager's level of job satisfaction and intent to stay with the organization. A

moderate positive correlation was found (r =0.54: p < 0.01) and the degree of

correlation indicated a direct relationship. The hypothesis was accepte.d.

Hypothesis 6

Hypothesis 6 stated, "a statistically significant relationship exists between

manager's degree of organizational commitment and intent to stay." A

relationship between the managers' degree of organizational commitment and

intent to stay with the organization was tested utilizing the Pearson's r. A

relationship does exists between the two variables. A moderate positive

correlation (r=O.64; p < 0.01) is an indicator of the strength of the relationship.

Based on these findings the hypothesis was accepted.

Training Techniques and Locations

Training techniques and locations were data collected for descriptive

purposes only. to gain a better understanding of retail management training

programs. For descriptive purposes, data were summarized from all 211

respondents. even those who had been employed longer than 36 months.

Each manager marked the techniques that were used or applied during

his/her training program. Percentages were calculated to signify which

techniques are used the most. The most frequently used training techniques

were "printed materials" and Mone-on-one" being utilized in 98% and 92% of the

training programs respectively. All 12 training techniques are ranked from most

frequently used to the least frequently used in Table 5.

When asked where their training took place. the respondents were given

five choices. They were asked to mark all that applied to their training

experience. The possible answers were: "store where I work," "nearby store,"
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Table 5

FreQuency of Training Technigues Used

Usage
Training Techniques n %

Printed material 207 98

One-on-one 194 92

Videotapes 116 55

Group discussion 111 53

Role-playing 110 52
.t

Lecture method 104 49

Behavior modeling 87 41

Computer-aided instruction 78 37

Computer simulation 57 27

Equipment simulation 33 16

TeJeconferencing 20 9,
Video-conferencing 10 5
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"training store.· "district/corporate office,· or "other location.· A "training store"

was the most frequent location for training, 45.5% of the managers reported

having been in a training store for at least a portion of their training program.

Training locations are ranked from most frequently to least frequently used

•

during the training process in Table 6.

Table 6

Training location FreQuency

Training Locations (N=181)

Training store
Nearby store
Store where I work
Other Location
District/corporate office

42

n %

83 45.9
68 37.6
38 21.0
14 7.7

2 1.1

: r

. .
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Chapter V

Summary, Conclusions. and Recommendations

The U.S. retail industry employs approximately 18.5 million people. The

inability to retain personnel. especially at the store management level, is a

legitimate concern for the industry. As retail competition continues to increase,

so do the responsibilities of retail managers. Often a store manager is the link

between corporate goals and sales associates. New management roles have

created new training responsibilities. This study focused on retail management

training programs of a national specialty retailer.

The purpose of this study was to investigate training programs for retail

managers. The study measured managers' perception of training in relation to

managers' learning styles. job satisfaction level, degree of organizational

commitment. and intent to stay with their employing firm. The empirical

, investigation was based on a field study of retail managers from a national

specialty retailer. Data were collected by means of a mailed questionnaire.

Research Discussion

Six research hypotheses were investigated. To test the research

hypotheses, the following variables were analyzed: managers' learning style,

managers' perception of the training experience. job satisfaction. organizational

commitment. and intent to stay. Demographic characteristics and training

techniques used were also evaluated tor descriptive purposes. Chi-square

tests and the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient were used to
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analyze the final data. Hypotheses were tested at the p<= 0.0 and p<= 0.05

levels of significance.

Discussion of Findings Related to Hypotheses

Research hypothesis 1 was rejected. No significant relatiQnship was

found between the managers' learning. style and perception of training

experience. A more logical way to investigate this relationship would be to

evaluate learning style as a predictor of training technique preferences. The

congruency of learning style and preference of training techniques should be

tested for their effects on the perception of the training experience. The

assumption would be that if the training techniques used are the preferred

techniques of managers categorized as possessing learning style A, then

managers' with learning style A would have a more positive perception of their

training experience than managers with learning style B, C, Of D.

Research- hypotheses 2 and 3 were also rejected. Weak relationships

were found between the managers' training perception and both the level of job

satisfaction and the degree o,f organizational commitment. Although, both

relationships were positive, they were statistically weak. Training perception

was measured by a single item. In future research, perception of training

should be examined for individual facets of the training experience. Some of

these facets could include: socialization, adequacy of training, supervisor

support. time involved. and training techniques used.

Research hypothesis 4 was supported. A strong direct relationship was

found between managers' level of job satisfaction and level of organizational

commitment. "Many of the same variables which have been found associated

with overall job satisfaction have also been related to organizational

commitment" (Jordan, 1987).
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Each person enters his/her work situation with expectations. U Jndividuals.

come to organizations with certain needs, desires, skills, and so forth, and

expect to find a work environment where they can utilize their abilities and

satisfy many of their basic needs" (Steers, 1977). When these expectations are

not met. then it affects the emotional state or fee"n~s the person has about

his/her job and organization. This would result in a lower level of job

satisfaction and organizational commitment. On the other hand, if one's

expectations are met or exceeded, the result might be a higher level of job

satisfaction and organizational commitment.

Hypothesis 5 which investigated the relationship between the managers'

level of job satisfaction and intent to stay with the organization was supported.

A moderate positive correlation was found indicating a direct relationship.

These results are significant for retailers because of the high turnover rate

within the industry and the cost associated with turnover. "Turnover cost include

those such as separation (exit interview. separation pay), recruitment

(advertising. campus recruiting). selection (interviewing, reference checks) and

training" (Gable and Hollon. 1984, p. 55).

The job satisfaction scale used in this study consisted of three subscales.

These subscales measured the managers' level of self-actualization. esteem,

and autonomy. Examining the individual subscales of Job satisfaction will assist

organizations in developing useful: action plans for decreasing the rate of

voluntary turnover. One study of store managers of a specialty store chain

developed an action plan and were able to reduce turnover by approximately

20%. The actions they took were uincreasing annual salaries by approximately

$8,000. utiliZing realistic job previews, and providing opportunities for
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managers to receive recognition" (Gable & Hollon. 1984). These actions

affected even the pre-employment stage and influenced self-actualization and

esteem.

Research hypothesis 6 was also supported. A significant relationship

was found between the managers' degree of organizational commitment and

the managers' intent to stay with the organization. Job satisfaction has

generally been the accepted means of predicting turnover; however. "recent

findings indicate that organizational commitment Is often the better predictor"

(Good. Sisler and Gentry. 1988).

Organizatiqns desiring to improve retention by improving job satisfaction

or organizational commitment shol,Jld cnoose a reliable and pre-tested

instrument. They should fully understand the components or subscales of the

chosen instrument. Previous research utilizing the selected scale should be

reviewed. These steps will assure that organizations have reliable information

to make educated decisions when forming the, best action plan for their

organization.

Findings from this study indicate that alterations should be made to the

original theoretical model (see Figure 1) which was used to design the research

project. Analysis supports that a relationship exists between job satisfaction

and organizational commitment. Hypotheses testing also supported that a

relationships exists between job satisfaction and intent to stay. and

organizational commitment and intent to stay. See the revised model in figure

2. Although positive correlations were found between perception of training

and job satisfaction, and perception of training and organizational commitment.

the correlations were weak. Since the hypotheses were not supported the

variables were not included in the final theoretical model. More thorough
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testing in future research may better explain the relationships between

perception of training and the, other variab as of the study.

Figure 2. Revised theoretical model designed to illustrate statistically significant
relati~nships among' the study variables.

Level of Job ... .
~

Degree of
Satisfaction Organizational

I Commitment
I•!Intent to S_tay I

Demographics

Study results showed that 63% of the managers responding to the survey

were female. 'This is consistent with 68% (Good. Sisler, and Gentry, 1988) and

64% (Teas, 1981) of women foufld in previous studies of retail managers and
I

retail salespersons. A study by Gable and Hollen (1984) would suggest that the.
unbalanced ratio of female to male managers is further supported by retention

rates by gender. Their study of employee turnover among department store

management trainees found a higher rate of retention for females than for

males.

A measurement of education level revealed that only 2% of the

managers had earned a ucollege or university bachelor's degree." Since the

company solicits management applicants with college degrees, this finding

indicates that the company is not successfully attracting college graduates for

store management positions. Further, the mean time that the managers had

been in their current position was 19.87 months. However, the average mean

time with the organization was 43.99 months. This finding suggests that

experience with the organization is allowed to be a substitute for higher levels

of education in the company surveyed.
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Trainjng Technigues

From the survey, it can be concluded that the majority of training for this

company takes place in a "training store" or a "nearby store," a store close to

where the manager will ultimately be working. The data shows that training

procedures consisted primarily of "printed materials" and "one-on-one"

instruction. A suggestion for this organization is to organize their management

training programs to include a larger variety of training techniques in order to

provide more effective training for managers with different teaming styles.

The sample's learning style mix consisted of 30.5% accommodators,

22.6% divergers. 23.2% assimilators. and 23.5% converger. "One-on one"

instruction is very beneficial to the accommodator learner If the process

includes both observing and doing. This type of learner thrives from hands-on

experience. A diverger learns a great deal just by observing "different points of

view" (Kolb, 1985, p. 7). "Group discussion" is an ideal method of training a

diverger, allowing one to brainstorm and gather information from other's "points

of view." An assimjlator learns best from receiving information and being able

to organize the ideas and concepts in a logical form. This type of learner

requires less personal interaction than the previous learning styles; for this

reason appropriate training techniques would include: printed materials,

videotapes. and the lecture method. Finally, the converger is a technically

oriented learner. A converger is primarily concerned with the task at hand. This

person would benefit from having access to information through printed

materials and computer-aided instruction while being able to practice the task

utilizing computer and equipment simulators.

Training programs benefit by presenting information in a variety of

formats. This allows more opportunities for the training material to be presented
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in a way that the managers can process and assimilate the information. All of

the training techniques discussed in the previous paragraph are very conducive

to the retail training environment.

Recommendations for Future Research

This study began to investigate retail management training programs and

how they may affect the ret.ention of retail managers. Additional research needs

to further explore how the training process can influence job satisfaction and

organizational commit.ment and in turn create a higher retention rate among

retail managers. The following are recommendations for future research:

1. Retail managers from other types of retail organizations should be

surveyed to gather more generalizable data about management tr,aining

programs.

2. Training techniques should be categorized as most appropriate per

learning style and analyzed for congruency with managers' learning styles.

3. Retail organizations with different educational qualifications for

managers should be studied in order to identify differences in training programs

and managers' perceptions.

4. Specific facets or subscales of the training experience should be

examined in order to more accurately measure perception of the training

experience.

5. Individual factors affecting retention should be examined by gender to

explore reasons for a lower retention rate of men than women.

fr. Demographic characteristics such as level of education should also

be examined for effects on the rate of retention among retail managers.
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APPENDIX A-LETTER OF PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE
-LEARNING STYLE INVENTORY·

HayMeS.
1t. tbtlinglcln Avenue.
8caI:ln. MA 0211~57t2
Tet (8t7) 431-7833 '
Fax: (8t7) 4&0073

Febnwy 3. 1997

L. 1ilI Fogle
Olc1ahoma Swe University

Stillwater, OK __

Dear Ms. Fogle:

ThanJc you for the letter explaining your research study. You may have permission
to reproduce_ of the uaming Style Immtory and include it in the tri-fold rQ~t
for your study..Please include our copyright Dotation OD any reproduction,

o Experience-Based Learning Systems. Inc:.. 1981, RVi.sed 1985. Developed by
David A Kolb. Reproduced with penni5sion from McBer and Company, In~.• 116
Huntington Avenue, Boston, MAw 02116. 617-437-7080.

McBer and Company will charge you 560 for the right to reproduce the Leamlllg
Stylt Il1vtlltory in your study. If there are any questions, please call me at 611-425
4576. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tamara Friedman
Coordinator. Business Development & Research
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APPENDIX B-COVER LEITER MAILED
WITH SURVEY

November 24, 1997

Dear Associate:

Opportunities fer career advancement are always a concem for Individuals when considering
employment Training prograins can enhance career entry and progress. The structure of a
training pogam can help a company~ attract bright, capable professionals with h1gt~. A
positive training experience Is beneftcial to those entering the retall, as well as those who recruit
and train of I9taII managers.

__ store managers from across the U.S., who have been the company for two years or Jess,
are being asked to provide their opinions about retail training. Completing the enclosed
qUestIonnaire t.muaJly takes 1~15 minutes. To ensure that the resutts will be an accurate
representation of store managers, It Is.lmportant that each questionnaire be completed
and returned.

Your answers will be confidential. The enclosed questionnaire has an Identtficatlon
number only so that we can mark your name off our maIling list when we hear from you. Your name
wiD never be placed on the questionnaire. In addition. your Individual answers will never be
shared with and will not affect your employment

Oklahoma State University will provide a summary of this study to corporate offici~ and
the educational community to assist In Improving retail management training prog-ams. You may
receive a summary of the results of this study by wrttIng ·copy of resuhs requested" on the back of
the return envelope. and printing your name and address below It. Please do not put this
information of the questioMaire ttseff. We want your answers to remain confidential.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have. Please write or call. Our office
telephone number Is (405) 744-5035.

Thank you for your assistance. We look forward to receiving your opfnions.

Sincerely

Shiretta Ownbey Ph.D.
Project Coordinator
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APPENDIX C--COMPANY COVER LEITER.
MAILED WITH SURVEY

TO: Select Store Managers

FROM: __. Manager - Operations Training

SUB J ECT: Participation in the Oklahoma State University survey of retail training programs.

Oklahoma State University Is conducting a research project about the effectiveness of Store
Manager training techniques and procedures across retail companies. You have been selected
as a possible participant In this survey because you became a Store Manager during 1996. Your
participation in the survey is entirely VOluntary, but encouraged.

I would like to ~ure you any answers you provide will be kept confidential by the researchers at
Oklahoma State. Your answers will not be seen by __. __ will receive combined
summary results from all ttle research conducted.

Thanks for you time and participation in this educational project.

Sincerely,

Manager, Operations Training
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APPENDIX Q--REMINDER POSTCARD MAILED ONE
WEEK AFTER SURVEY

December 15, 1997

Last week a questionnaire seeking information and your opinions concerning your training
experience at was mail to you.

If you have already completed and returned the questionnaire, please accept our sincere thanks
and gratitude. If not, please do so today. The survey was sent only to a small, but representative
group of__ retail managers who have been with the organization fOr a limited time perk:xj. It
is of vital importance that your response be iOClud~ in the study in order to ensure accurate
representation of opinions of managers.

If you did not receive the questionnaire. or it has been misplaced. please call me or speak with our
secretary (405-744-5035) and we will send you another copy today.

Sincerely,

Shiretta Ownbey Ph.D.
Project Coordinator
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APPENDIX E--REMINDER LEITER MAilED TWO MONTHS
AFTER SURVEY WITH A REPLACEMENT SURVEY

January 27, 1998

Dear Associate:

About eight weeks ago I wrote to you seeking information about your retail training experience.
As of today I have not yet received your completed questionnaire.

We began this study because of the belief that retail managers' opinions and experiences are
valuable for future organization and execution of training programs.

I am writing to you again because each questionnaire Is slglificant to this study. Your name was
selected because you are currently a part of the management team of__ and have
completed your training program within the last two years. Only a small and select group of
associates were chosen to receive a survey. Therefore. In order for the results of this study to be
truly representative ot the opinions of atl the __ managers, it Is vital that each person retum
their questionnaire.

If you did not receive the questionnaire, or it has been misplaced. a repla::ement is enclosed.
Your participation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Shiretta Ownbey. Ph.D.
Project Coordinator
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APPE DIX F--COVER OF SURVEY

Retail Management:

Training Programs

And Your Learning Style

Please return this questionnaire to:
Dept. of Design, Housing & Merchandising
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, OK 74078
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APPENDIX G--SURVEY

Leaming-Style Invento~ Instructions

The ~.StyIeJnvWary cI.cribeIthe WIly JOUIum Uld t- JOU cleat wilh icIeu Uld day-lDoday IliNatioN in')'OUr w.. Wow
_ U wilh • chaQ 01 low BICIinp. lank the IIldinp for f8ChMn~ ICalI'CIinJ 10'-weIl7DU lhink f8Ch _ I.with
t- JIl'Il would so IboutIeaminc~.Try 10 NaIJ__Ilituati_ wMI9 you had lD learn -uunl MW, pert\Ipa ill
your jDb.1Mn.~ the.- provid.d, rank. -.- for Ihc_~md~1 that decriNs how you lurn M,. down lD. -1- lor the
Mn_llldini hi__ '-I like 1M w!lY you would I••m. J. aure lD rank I1IIhc endinp for eachMn~ \lNL 1'Ie_ do no!

Nkctie.

~ofcompldH~Mt:

When IIurn: 2±. I like 10 clul with ...L. llike 10 w.ld! and .b. I like 10 think ::L I like 10 be dolnl
myfftlinp I.... about ideas thinp

1. When I lam: I like lD daI with tlike 10 Wltd! _ I lib to think about tUb lD be dain.
my!ftlinp and limn ideas lhinp

2. llumbel Ilnlstmy 11i.Ilc\ and w.tdl I rely ClI'I JosiaJ I work Iwd lD
when: huncNsand careNUy thinkinl pt thinp done

fftlinp

3. Whenlam [hawatronl I am ql&iel and [tend 10 I azn raponaole
1eamins: fftlinpand l"IlIeI'Yed ruson ll\inas out aboullhinp

ruct:iDN

". Ilumby: fftlinl w.tdlil'll thinkinl doinS

5. Whenlleam: [ am opl!n to nrw 11001. alaD sides I like to analyze llikc lD try
expe;ences of iuues thinS" bruk them lh.inp OUI

down inllO their
p,rts

6- Whenlam razn an inNitiye I am an observina I am a 1000caJ I am an actiYI

1eam.ins: person penon penon. penon

7. Ilearn baI pe-w abMrvation rational theoriea ad\anm 10
from: raationahiJl$ tryouland

praC'liCl

s. Whenlleun: I ,.. penclNIly J take tny time [lib ideu and I like 10_
involve in lhinp before actinl IhcorieI l'B\Iltw &'011I my, work

9. Ilurnbelt - I rely 01\ my IrelyCll'lmy I rely ClI'I tny Idaa I ClIft try ltIin,p
when; fnUnp obwrv.tiON llUt for tn)'Mll

10. When[atn I am an aC'OlJ'linl lama nMl'Ved I .un I rational lun.
Jamins: penon penon J'ft'IOI' resporulble

penon

11. When 1Ium: Ipt involved JlikelO~e [ ...IIIUIII INnp I like 10 be IC'liYl

12. I lam bet I am reaptive I &manful - lMWyuideu [ am pl"IC1ial
when: and open-minded

C;:Opyrish~ Expe:ieta-s-d I..eamina Syste:mfI. Inc. 1981,~ 1985. Drvdoped by David A. Kolb. Rrpn:duoed with pe.t1Irisian &om
Mdler and CouIpany. Inc.. 116 HunlinplnAvenue, Ilaslan. MA. 02116. 617~7·i"OSO.

MCB200
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The blowing stoNnents represent~Ie feelings l'I.t you mIgtIt have about work In general. Wlfl rasped tJ
your 0'Wl~ about~ job k'I gene..... please ildJcati fMt degree of YOlJ' agreement or disagraemlnl wtI'i
each statemenl by clrdlng ONE of fie five responses.

Cide B'le mosllCCUl'alll!l fISl:)Onse lor e.d'I statement

1. My wotlc Is inponant " the success STFlONGlY SlRONGl.Y
of the organization. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

2. My job provides me with fie Opportl.r'llly
b grow and uIIza a~ range of my STRONGLY STFIONGlY
skills. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEl1TRAL AGREE AGREE

3: My Job provides me with the opportl.r'lity
b prepare myself br Mure STFlONGlY STRONGLY
advancement n !he organization. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEVTRAl AGREE AGREE

4. My Job Is viewed as inportant by em-
ployees workn; h otler areas withi"l STRONGLY STfIONGLY
this organIZation. DISAGflEE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

"
5. My job al10M me Ie set goals and STFlONGLY STR'JNGLY

objecllves. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

~

6. My job provides me with a sense of STRONGLY STRONGLY
accomplishment DISAGREE DISAGREE NEllTRAL AGREE AGREE

7. My Job Is viewed as ~rtant by STRONGLY SiRONGLY
people outside of Ihe organization. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

STFlONGLY STFONGlY
8. My Job Is ....ry d'lallenging. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

9. My Job allOws me to utilize the full
range of my edL£atlonBl tan.,g and STRONGLY SlFtONGLY
previous wo/1( experience. DISAGREE DISAGREE NElJTRAL. AGREE AGREE,

The sta18ments belOw represent posstlle feelings you might have abOut your present Job. Please ndlcalll tie
degree of your agreen:aent or disagreement with each stal8ment by ctrclng ONE of tie M responses.

Crcle the most accurate response for ead'l sta1ement
t, I am wllling " put in a great deal of effort

beyond that normally expected in order STRONGLY STFlONGLY
to help this organization be successful. DISAGREE DISAGREE NElJTRAL AGREE AGREE

2. I laic up this organlzatlon " my friends STRONGLY SffiONGLY
as a great organIZation to wor1l for. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE
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Crete tle mast accurate response for eaetl 514 .menl

3. I feel very little loyalty 10 l'liS STRONGLY STRONGLY
organizalbn. . DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

4. I would accept amost any type of job
assignment i'l order 10 keep worki'lg STRONGLY S'mONGLY
tor this organization. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

5. I lind thl1 my vafues and I'l8 STRONGLY S'TR:>NGlY
• organization's values are very similar. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

6. I am proud 10 teU oilers Ilat I am STRONGLY STRONGLY
part of Ilis organIZation. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

7. I could~ as well be worki'lg for
a different organIZation as long as STRONGLY STRONGLY
the type of work was similar. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

8. This organIZation really ilspires the
very best i'l me i'llle way of job STRONGLY STFONGLY
perlormanc:e. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

9. It would take very little change il my
present c:lrcunst8'108S 10 cause me STRONGLY STRONGLY
to leave this organization. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

10. I am ex1l'8m8ly glad that I chose this
organization 10 work tor over others I STRONGLY STRONGLY
was consi:lerilg It tie trne I was hired. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

11. There Isn't much 10 be gaNd by stay- STRONGLY STRONGLY
ing with this organIZation ndefinttely. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE,

12. 0",", I ~d " difficult 10 Igree will this
organlzallon'. pollci8s on~t STRONGLY STRONGLY
ma1t8rs relating 10 Its employees. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGReE AGREE

.~ 3. I really care about the 1818 of this STRONGLY ~LY

organization. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

,4. For me thIS is Ile best of all possible STRONGLY SlFlONGLY
organtzl1lons for whk:h 10 work. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE AGREE

is. Deeldi'lg 10 work for Ilis organiZation STRONGLY STRONGLY
was a defntte mlslake on my part. DISAGREE DISAGREE NEVT'RAL. AGREE AGREE
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Below • a'" of hAudIllnaIllchnlqUlS. Mm. wtIl.- X,1le tlChntq-.-l\at...&.-t d&mg)'OW nl\Ing lot
.. poI8)nJOU~hollf.

t.~MANUALS,~ BRCXttJRES -pmtld",.....

2. LECTURE METHOD • a eatefutf prepared oraJ~tatlon ofal&bjld by. qualltled perscn.
'"

3. VIDEOTAPES - prerecorded information. often &aed for or1enlatlon purpo-.n to~r new
concepts and Ideas.

4. TELECONFERENCING -. group of ndMcfuals bed by • muII-h ttIIpha1e to pl'OYlde or ~.,.
ilt»rmatIDn. .

5. VlOEO<:oNFEReHClNG - • _Net.&-.cf to deIIvet • presentllllon OYer a w.- area.network or0"" l'8mO. IDeations.

6. ONE<>N.QNE INSTRUCTlON • Ntrue1Ion typically provtcfed In Ile wortc setting. useful In tlachilg
trai1ees dlr8c1ly observable skUIs.

7. EQUIPMENT SIMULATORS - using equipment 10 mJta» or work out. process or procedure.

8. COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION ·Ile use of COf!1)uter soflWate. a1bws ndMdual1zecf lnsln.C1lon
wlIh h advantage of self1)acing by trainees.

9. COMPUTER SIMULATlON • using a computer 10 initale or wof1( outa pltlO8SS or procedure.

10. ROLE·PLAYING· a spontaneous portrayal (acing out) of • situation. condl1fotl. or c1rctJmStance' by
selec1ed members of a learning group.

11. BEHAVIOR MODEUNG • a carefully prepared presentation Ital Shows how to perform an act or use
a procedure: trainees repeat ttle behavior L61UJ procedure or act is learned.

12. GROUP DISCUSSION OR ACTIVITY· a purposeful conlo1lrsallon and dellberaUon about a t:lpic 01
mutual hlerest among tt1ree or more partic"ants. under Ite guidance of a leader.

Which of fie above training techniques were used most frll<luenUy during your training period? (Put lhe number 01
the item from the previous section in trle appropriate space.)

, MOSTFREOUENT

____ SECOND MOST FREQUENT

Please list or briefly descrltle any training techniques tlat were utilized during your training process. lhal were not
listed in the above sectiOn.
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For Nd'l ofht IDIowhg Slallrnentl drcIe ..most~ I'IIPQI_

1. My CMlrd IrUIi\g experience as posIINe. (Cft:II ONE AnIwIr)
1 STRONGLY DISAGREE
2 DISAGREE
3 AGREE
4 S'TR:lNGLY AGREE

2. My trUlklg 1COk pla:e It (Cfrde dl1U1Drs Nt IPP'Y)
1 THE STORE WHERE INd WORKING
2 AhO'nER NEARBY SlORE L.OCATION
3 A. TRAINING STORE
4 ADISTHICTOR CORPORATE OFFICE
5 OTHER:. _

3. Isee myself staying with Ills organization: (CIIdI one n...mer)
1 ONLY AFEW t..I)RE MONTHS .
2 ONE 10 lWO YEARS
3 THREE 10 AVE YEARS
4 AVE10TENYEAAS
5 MORE THAN TEN YEARS

Complete each of lhe folloWing questions by writi1g !he correct f8SPOI'S8 kllhe space provided.

1. What is !he~mrnber of hours you wede per week kl )'Our pl'8S8nt job? HOURS PER WEEK

2. How many mentis have you been wor1ting n your present job? TOTAL MONTHS

3. How long have you been employed by your present organlZa~" kl any capaetty? TOTAl. MONTHS

4. How much retail experience did you have prior tJ your present posIlJon? __TOTAL MONTHS

5. Your present age: YEARS

6. Your gender (mar1c ltIe correct response): MALE FEMALE

7. What is tie highest level of education you have completed? (Circle one number)
, 1 GRADE 11 OR LESS

2 HIGH SCHOOl. DfPLOMAOA EQUIVALENT
3 SOME COLLEGE OR TRADE SCHOOl. BEYOND HIGH SCHOOl.
4 l'\VCHEAA COLLEGE DEGAEE OR CERTJACATE
5 COUEGE OR UNIVERSITY BACHELOR'S DEGREE
6 OTHER: _

Please Jist your degree(s) and major area(s) of study:
pEGRE; (9 g SA MBA) M.AJOR AREAleg mat1<eling merchandising>
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....

YourcontrbJtIon t» 1hJs study Is geatty appreciated. If you would Ike to receive 8 sunmary
of the resuJIs, please print your name and address on the bacJc of the return envelope.

po NOT PRINT YOUR NAME OR ADDRESS ON THE QUESTlONNAIRE.

Project Coordinator: Dr. Shlretta Ownbey
.Oklahoma State University

431 HES Building
Stillwater, OK 74078-6142

(405) 744-5035

lAB Contact person: Gay CIar1<son
Instltutlonal Review Board

305 Whitehurst
Stillwater, OK 74078

(405) 744·8700
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APPENDIX H--IRB FORM

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
INsnnmONAL REVIEW BOARD

HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW

Date: 06-09-97 IRBN: HE·97~8

,

Proposal TItle: RETAIL MANAGEMENT"IRA.n-lING PROGRAMS: TIm EFFECTS OF LEARNING
STYLES ON 1HE T.RAININGPROCESS

P"-ipallAvcstiptor(.): ~ Ownbey,L. Till Fo8lc

Reviewed and PJ"OCCSIed as: Exempt

Approval Status Recommended by Rcviewei'(.): ApprovM

All APPROVALS MAYBE SUBJEcr TO REVIEW BY FULL INS1TIUI10NAL REVIEW BOARD AT
NEXT MEETING, AS WEll. AS ARE SUBJECT TO MONITORING AT ANY TIME DURING THE
APPROVAL PERIOD. r ,

APPROVAL STAlUS PERIOD VAllD FOR DATA COllECTION FOR A ONE CALENDAR YEAR
PERIOD AFTER. WHICH A CONTINUATION OR RENEWAL REQUEST IS REQUIRED TO BE
SUBMITIED FOR BOARD APPROYAL.
ANY MODIFICATIONS TO APPROVED PROJECT MUST ALSO BE SUBMlTIED FOR APPROYAL.

Commenu, ModiJicaCiorulConditions for Approval or Disapproval are as follow.:

Dale: June 11, 1997
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